Dave’s Blarg!
2011-Dec-08

Well outside of getting the website going again Wednesday wasn’t *too*
amazingly spectacular :p There was some nice frost on things during the
drive to the coast, but most of working at the ship was just general cleaning
up. I got the ship webcam going again, but all it shows these days is the
dock…. At least we’re ready for next year...

The ice is nice to look at, but in another few weeks it’s ‘a make the road
into a curling track, and my arms get tired fast sweeping the drive to Newport, although the days when I have to push the car aren’t so hot either..

If you watch the daily time lapse
for 12/7/2011 you can see the
camera come on at noon when I
got the interface going again :)
If you’re extra enthused, you can
follow every nail-biting second at:
http://webcam.oregonstate.edu/
wecoma/
OMG!! Is that *Water* in front
of da boat? Whodathunk?!?!!

There wasn’t too much else
exciting until the way home
when I saw this amazing machine by the side of the
road :) That reminds me, I’ve
been meaning to do this for a
while; I’m posting all the
photos that I took over the
last few days in a gallery to
accompany the blarg, so you
can see all the shots of this
OMG! *All* this for *only* $700!! Woot
fine machine and many more
woot!! See more pics in the gallery!!
cool things at:
http://www.liveshare.com/#&id=1852155
Thursday was a lot more exciting, the day started with a great workout, had a
bit of a flat spot in the middle (work :p ) and then I got kidnaped by the solar car team to head to bend to help make the body for the new OSU Solar
vehicle :D

Training that you live through is
good training right? (dot, dot, dot)

I also somehow (apparently..) got scraped in the shape
of a smiley face. Do you (or does someone you know)
have any oddly shaped scars?

Anyone who knows Danielle knows that giving up in the
face of adversity is *not* one of her hallmarks. She is actually still here from the last time I went to the gym….

Eyarg!!! We is off to Bend! We actually pulled over to get a pic of us against
the awesome night sky with the mountains as a backdrop, but at *some* point
I’m wither going to have to 1: read the manual for my camera and learn - you
know - about cameras… or b: spend more money on a camera so it can just
read my mind….Darn my cheapness :p (and yes, that’s right, 1 or b :p )

Have a great Friday everyone, and don’t get kidnapped this weekend (or if
you do, make sure that you get kidnapped by really awesome people :) !!
Dave
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